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OUR HOPE FOR YOU
Welcome to Step Three! Step Three is the third class within the Growth
Track designed to help you develop your calling and pursue your passions!

Today, we will learn about spiritual gifts and the unique way God has created
you—your God-given S.H.A.P.E.

As you begin to discover how God has shaped you, you will discover that
he has wired you to partner with the Holy Spirit and fulfill your unique
Kingdom purpose!

WHY SHOULD I SERVE?
There are different kinds of service, but we serve the same Lord. A spiritual gift is 
given to each of us so we can help each other. All of you together are Christ’s body, 
and each of you is a part of it.  1 CORINTHIANS 12:5, 7, 27 (NLT)

God has given each of you a gift from his great variety of spiritual gifts. 
Use them well to serve one another.  1 PETER 4:10 (NLT)

I SERVE TO ________________ & ________________.

WHEN I CHOOSE TO SERVE,
MY SERVING RESULTS IN…  
________________ & ________________.
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WHAT IN THE WORLD DOES 
S.H.A.P.E. MEAN? 

S _______________________  
Giftings given to every believer by the Holy Spirit, to share His love and 
strengthen the body of Christ. 

H _______________________  
Special passions God has given you so that you can glorify Him on earth. 

A _______________________  
The set of talents that God gave you when you were born, 
which He also wants you to use to make an impact for Him. 

P _______________________  
The special way that God wired you to navigate life and
fulfill your unique Kingdom Purpose.

E _______________________  
Those parts of your past, both positive and painful,
which God intends to use in great ways.

Your ministry will be most effective and fulfilling when you are 
using your gifts and abilities in the area of your heart’s desire 
in a way that best expresses your personality and experience.

It’s finding your God-given “sweet spot”!



INTRODUCING THE
HOLY SPIRIT
WHO IS THE HOLY SPIRIT?

Oh let the Son of God enfold you with His Spirit and His love.
Let Him fill your heart and satisfy your soul.
Oh let Him have those things that hold you.
And His Spirit, like a dove, will descend upon your life and make you whole.   

“SPIRIT SONG” BY JOHN WIMBER (FOUNDER OF THE VINEYARD MOVEMENT)

“WE ARE TO LIVE A NATURALLY SUPERNATURAL 
LIFE IN RELATIONSHIP WITH JESUS, BEING 
EMPOWERED BY HIS PRESENCE, THE PROMISE 
AND THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT  —AS HE 
IMPARTS THE GIFTS OF THE SPIRIT TO WORK
IN AND THROUGH OUR LIVES TO ACCOMPLISH 
HIS PURPOSES.” —JIM BRICKER

1 . The Holy Spirit is a person!
“He is not a ghost, an impersonal force, or an elusive power that’s ‘out there.’ 
He is neither a doctrine to be studied nor a distant deity to be feared. He is a 
person to be known and loved. He is God himself.”
—DIANE LEMAN (THE VINEYARD CHURCH; URBANA, ILLINOIS )

2 . The Holy Spirit appears through the whole Bible.
Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface 
of the deep and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.                         
GENESIS 1:2 (NIV)

As soon as Jesus was baptized, he went up out of the water. At that moment 
heaven was opened, and he saw the Spirit of God descending like a dove 
and alighting on him. And a voice from heaven said, “This is my Son, whom I 
love; with him I am well pleased.”  MATTHEW 3:16-17 (NIV)
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WHO IS THE HOLY SPIRIT? (CONTINUED)

When the day of Pentecost came, they were all together in one place. 
Suddenly a sound like the blowing of a violent wind came from heaven and 
filled the whole house where they were sitting. They saw what seemed to be 
tongues of fire that separated and came to rest on each of them. All of them 
were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other tongues as the 
Spirit enabled them.  ACTS 2:1-4 (NIV)

God’s love has been poured out into our hearts through the Holy Spirit, who 
has been given to us.  ROMANS 5:5B (NIV)

3 . The Holy Spirit is God’s gift to us.
“And I wll ask the Father and he will give you another advocate to help you 
and be with you forever—the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, 
because it neither sees him nor knows him. But you know him, for he lives 
with you and will be in you.”  JOHN 14:16-17 (NIV)



HOW DO WE ENCOUNTER THE 
HOLY SPIRIT?

1 . The baptism of the Holy Spirit is our encounter! 
“Baptism” comes from a Greek word meaning “immersed.’
So encountering the Spirit is to be immersed, submerged, overwhelmed
by the Spirit.” This is also known as being “filled” with the Holy Spirit.

Now when all the people were baptized, Jesus was also baptized, 
and while He was praying, heaven was opened, and the Holy Spirit 
descended upon Him in bodily form like a dove, and a voice came 
out of heaven, “You are My beloved Son, in You I am well-pleased.” 
Jesus, full of the Holy Spirit, returned from the Jordan and was led 
around by the Spirit in the wilderness; And Jesus returned to Galilee 
in the power of the Spirit, and news about Him spread through all the 
surrounding district.   LUKE 3:21-22; 4:1, 14 (NASB)

2 . Being filled is not a “one and done” experience.

We are filled when we first say “Yes” to following Jesus. But we can and 
should pray to be filled again and again.

And the disciples were continually filled with joy and with the Holy Spirit.   
ACTS 13:52 (NASB)

3 . We get to be filled with the “fullness of God.”
According to the riches of his glory he may grant you to be 
strengthened with power through his Spirit in your inner being, so that 
Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith—that you, being rooted 
and grounded in love, may have strength to comprehend with all the 
saints what is the breadth and length and height and depth, and to 
know the love of Christ that surpasses knowledge, that you may be 
filled with all the fullness of God.  EPHESIANS 3:16 (NIV)
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SPIRITUAL GIFTS 

Now about spiritual gifts, brothers and sisters, I do not want you to be 
uninformed. 1 CORINTHIANS 12:1 (NIV)

A SPIRITUAL GIFT IS A SPECIAL ABILITY GIVEN 
BY THE HOLY SPIRIT TO EVERY BELIEVER, TO BE 
USED TO MINISTER TO OTHERS AND BUILD UP 
THE BODY OF CHRIST.

1 . God gives gifts to all and they originate in the Holy Spirit. 
God’s various gifts are handed out everywhere; but they all originate in 
God’s Spirit. God’s various ministries are carried out everywhere; but they 
all originate in God’s Spirit. God’s various expressions of power are in action 
everywhere; but God himself is behind it all. Each person is given something 
to do that shows who God is: Everyone gets in on it, everyone benefits. 
All kinds of things are handed out by the Spirit, and to all kinds of people.                                                       
1 CORINTHIANS 12:4-10 (NIV)

2 . There is a huge variety of gifts available to everyone!
The variety is wonderful: wise counsel, clear understanding, simple trust, 
healing the sick, miraculous acts, proclamation, distinguishing between 
spirits, tongues, interpretation of tongues.   1 CORINTHIANS 12:11 (MSG)

3 . The Holy Spirit decides what gifts I get.
All these gifts have a common origin, but are handed out one by 
one by the one Spirit of God. He decides who gets what, and when.                            
1 CORINTHIANS 12:4 (MSG)



4 . It’s like your body!
You can easily enough see how this kind of thing works by looking no further 
than your own body. Your body has many parts—limbs, organs, cells—but 
no matter how many parts you can name, you’re still one body. It’s exactly 
the same with Christ. By means of his one Spirit, we all said good-bye to our 
partial and piecemeal lives. We each used to independently call our own 
shots, but then we entered into a large and integrated life in which he has 
the final say in everything. (This is what we proclaimed in word and action 
when we were baptized.) Each of us is now a part of his resurrection body, 
refreshed and sustained at one fountain—his Spirit—where we all come to 
drink. The old labels we once used to identify ourselves—labels like Jew or 
Greek, slave or free—are no longer useful. We need something larger, more 
comprehensive.   1 CORINTHIANS 12:12-13 (MSG)

5 . The gifts give me significance in the Kingdom.
I want you to think about how all this makes you more significant, not less. 
A body isn’t just a single part blown up into something huge. It’s all the 
different-but-similar parts arranged and functioning together. If Foot said, “I’m 
not elegant like Hand, embellished with rings; I guess I don’t belong to this 
body,” would that make it so? If Ear said, “I’m not beautiful like Eye, limpid and 
expressive; I don’t deserve a place on the head,” would you want to remove 
it from the body? If the body was all eye, how could it hear? If all ear, how 
could it smell? As it is, we see that God has carefully placed each part of the 
body right where he wanted it.   1 CORINTHIANS 12:14-18 (MSG)
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6 . But our significance really comes from being part of                  
the body!

But I also want you to think about how this keeps your significance from 
getting blown up into self-importance. For no matter how significant you 
are, it is only because of what you are a part of. An enormous eye or a 
gigantic hand wouldn’t be a body, but a monster. What we have is one 
body with many parts, each its proper size and in its proper place. No part 
is important on its own. Can you imagine Eye telling Hand, “Get lost; I don’t 
need you”? Or, Head telling Foot, “You’re fired; your job has been phased 
out”? As a matter of fact, in practice it works the other way—the “lower” the 
part, the more basic, and therefore necessary. You can live without an eye, 
for instance, but not without a stomach. When it’s a part of your own body 
you are concerned with, it makes no difference whether the part is visible 
or clothed, higher or lower. You give it dignity and honor just as it is, without 
comparisons. If anything, you have more concern for the lower parts than 
the higher. If you had to choose, wouldn’t you prefer good digestion to full-
bodied hair?   1 CORINTHIANS 12:19-24 (MSG)

7. We are Christ’s body —interdependent on each other!
The way God designed our bodies is a model for understanding our lives 
together as a church: every part dependent on every other part, the parts 
we mention and the parts we don’t, the parts we see and the parts we don’t. 
If one part hurts, every other part is involved in the hurt, and in the healing. If 
one part flourishes, every other part enters into the exuberancecret things of 
God. You are Christ’s body—that’s who you are! You must never forget this. 
Only as you accept your part of that body does your “part” mean anything.   
1 CORINTHIANS 12:25-26 (MSG)

8 . Using my gifts ____________ God and  _________ me.
This is to my Father’s glory, that you bear much fruit, showing yourselves 
to be my disciples.  JOHN 15:8 (NIV)



HOW DOES THE BIBLE DESCRIBE
SPIRITUAL GIFTS?

Now about spiritual gifts, brothers and sisters, I do not want you to be 
uniformed . . . Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; there are 
varieties of services, but the same Lord; and there are varieties of activities, 
but it is the same God who activates all of them in everyone. To each is given 
a manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.
1 CORINTHIANS 12:27-30 (NIV)

To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. To 
one is given through the Spirit the utterance of wisdom, and to another the 
utterance of knowledge according to the same Spirit, to another faith by 
the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit, to another the 
working of miracles, to another prophecy, to another the discernment of 
spirits, to another various kinds of tongues, to another the interpretation 
of tongues. All these are activated by one and the same Spirit, who allots to 
each one individually just as the Spirit chooses.
1 CORINTHIANS 12:7-11 (NIV)

So Christ himself gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the 
pastors and teachers, to equip his people for the works of service, so that the 
body of Christ might be built up.  EPHESIANS 4:11-12 (NIV)

WHAT ARE SPIRITUAL GIFTS IN THE BIBLE?

⊲   ILLUSTRATIVE not DEFINITIVE lists

Some scripture passages that describe some of the 
illustrative gifts include:

⊲   1 CORINTHIANS 12:8-10, 28

⊲   EPHESIANS 4:11-12

⊲   ROMANS 12:6-8-10
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POINTS TO REMEMBER ABOUT 
SPIRITUAL GIFTS: 

Now about spiritual gifts, brothers, I do not want you to be ignorant.
1 CORINTHIANS 12:1 (BSB)

⊲   Gifts are not the same thing as natural talents.

⊲   Gifts are not the same as the “fruit of the Spirit.”  
SEE GALATIANS 5:22-23 

    • FRUIT shows my maturity
    • GIFTS show my ministry.

⊲   Gifts are not the same as roles or offices.

⊲   Be aware of the “gift projection” tendency – expecting 
others to serve the way you do with the same results.

⊲  Gifts do not make me superior to others.  
SEE 1 CORINTHIANS 12:21 

⊲  Realize that using gifts without love is worthless!
I may be able to speak the languages of human beings and even of angels 
. . . I may have the gift of inspired preaching . . . I may have all knowledge . . .       
I may have all the faith needed to move mountains—but if I have no love,
I am nothing . . . this does me no good.   1 CORINTHIANS 13:1-3 (GNT)



SPIRITUAL GIFTS ASSESSMENT: 
Ask God to reveal how He wants you to use your gifts to accomplish His work in the 
world. As you do this, you may discover that what you thought was a self-guided 
desire is in fact a reflection of the spiritual gifts God has given you. 

There are many assessments and test available that you might find helpful, however, 
don’t rely on tests and assessments to be your final answer.

Spend time with God, asking for more and more of His Spirit.

And start using what He gives you.  

IT’S EASIER TO DISCOVER YOUR GIFT THROUGH 
MINISTRY THAN TO DISCOVER YOUR MINISTRY 
THROUGH YOUR GIFT.

GIFTEDNESS SHOULD BE EXPRESSED IN LOVE!
(SEE 1 CORINTHIANS 13:1-3)

LET LOVE EMPOWER YOUR GIFTS FOR THE BLESSING 
OF OTHERS AND BUILDING UP THE BODY OF CHRIST!
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HEART / PASSION

The Bible uses the term heart to represent the center of your motivation, desires, 
and inclinations. Our heart determines why we say what we say, why we feel the way 
we feel, and why we act the way we do.

MY HEART IS THE REAL ME! 

Physiologically, each of us has a unique heartbeat. Each person has a slightly 
different pattern. In the same way, God has given each of us a unique emotional 
heartbeat. This inner heart races when we encounter things that interest us. We feel 
strongly about some things and not about others.

This God-given motivation serves as an internal guidance system. It determines what 
your interests are, and what will bring you the most satisfaction and fulfillment.
It motivates you to pursue certain activities, subjects and environments.



WHY HAS GOD GIVEN EACH 
PERSON A UNIQUE HEARTBEAT?

God had a purpose in giving you your inborn interests. In fact, your emotional 
heartbeat reveals a very important key to understanding God’s design and 
intention for your life. Your heart was designed by God, but you make the choice 
to use it for good or evil, for selfish purposes or for service. 

 For God knew his people in advance, and he chose them to become
like his Son, so that his Son would be the firstborn among many brothers 
and sisters.   ROMANS 8:29 (NLT)

 

WE CAN DO GOD’S WILL AND SERVE GOD’S PURPOSE  
 BY LETTING OUR HEART MOTIVATE US FOR MINISTRY!

Let’s look at some things 
that might help you connect
with your passion:
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I LOVE TO... 

DESIGN/DEVELOP  To make something out of nothing.   
To get something started from scratch.

PIONEER  To test and try out new concepts. I am not afraid to risk failure.

ORGANIZE  To bring order out of chaos. To organize something  
that is already started.

OPERATE/MAINTAIN  To efficiently maintain something that is already organized.

SERVE/HELP  To assist others in their responsibility. To help others succeed.

ACQUIRE/POSSESS  To shop, collect, or obtain things.   
I enjoy getting the highest quality for the best price.

EXCEL  To be the best and make my team the best.  
To set and attain the highest standard.

INFLUENCE  To convert people to my way of thinking.  
To shape the attitudes and behavior of others.

PERFORM  I love to be on stage and receive the attention of others.  
To be in the limelight.

IMPROVE  To make things better.  To take something that someone else has 
designed or started and improve it.

REPAIR  To fix what is broken or change what is out of date.

LEAD/BE IN CHARGE  To lead the way, oversee and supervise.  
To determine how things will be done.

PERSEVERE  To see things to completion. To persist at something until it is finished.

FOLLOW THE RULES  To operate by policies and procedures.  
To meet the expectations of an organization or boss.

PREVAIL  To fight for what is right and oppose what is wrong. To overcome injustice.



WRITE YOUR TOP PASSIONS HERE:

WHAT I HAVE A HEART FOR; WHAT MOTIVATES ME MOST:

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

WHO I LOVE TO WORK WITH THE MOST (ANY PARTICULAR PEOPLE GROUP OR AGE GROUP):

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

CHURCH ISSUES, MINISTRIES OR POSSIBLE NEEDS THAT
EXCITE OR CONCERN ME:

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

WHAT AREAS OF SERVICE DO I FEEL MOST CALLED TO?

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________
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ABILITIES

APPLYING MY ABILITIES
One of the most common excuses people give for not getting involved in 
ministry is “I just don’t have any abilities to offer.”  Nothing could be further from 
the truth.  The key is matching your abilities with the right ministry.

FIVE MYTHS ABOUT 
NATURAL ABILITIES: 

People aren’t born with skills. All skills must be learned by experience.
Not true.  There are a number of skills which seem to be inborn, or 
developed in early infancy.  When people say someone is a “natural” at 
something, they’re probably right.

Skills are learned primarily in the classroom.
Actually, your most basic skills were learned in the home, “in the street,” or 
somewhere else outside the classroom.

If you have certain abilities, you will be very aware that you have them.
Nope.  You’re probably using a number of talents or skills that you’re not 
even aware of.  You need some process of skill identification.

Skills that I use at work don’t transfer to use in ministry.
By the end of this class, you’ll see the fallacy of this notion.  Be creative!

Most people have only a few abilities.
The truth is that many studies have shown that the average person 
possesses 500 to 700 skills.



26 SPECIALIZED ABILITIES 

ENTERTAINING  To perform, act, dance, or speak.
RECRUITING  To enlist and motivate people to get involved.
INTERVIEWING  To discover what others are really like.
RESEARCHING  To read, gather information, or collect data.
ARTISTIC  To conceptualize, imagine, draw, paint, or photograph.
GRAPHICS  To lay out, design, create visual displays and printed pieces.
EVALUATING  To analyze data and draw conclusions.
PLANNING  To strategize, design and organize programs and events.
MANAGING  To supervise people to accomplish and coordinate a task or event.
COUNSELING  To listen, encourage and guide with sensitivity.
TEACHING  To explain, train, demonstrate, or tutor.
WRITING  To write articles, letters, or books.
EDITING  To proofread or rewrite.
PROMOTING  To advertise or promote events and activities.
REPAIRING  To fix, restore, or maintain.
FEEDING  To create meals for large or small groups.
RECALLING  To remember or recall names and faces.
MECHANICAL  To operate equipment, tools or machinery.
RESOURCEFUL  To search out and find inexpensive materials or resources.
COUNTING  To work with numbers, data or money.
CLASSIFYING  To systematize books, data, or records so they can be retrieved.
PUBLIC RELATIONS  To handle unhappy customers with care and courtesy.
WELCOMING  To convey warmth, making others feel comfortable.
COMPOSING  To write music or lyrics.
LANDSCAPING  To do gardening and work with plants.
DECORATING  To beautify a setting for a special event.

CIRCLE YOUR TOP 3 SPECIALIZED ABILITIES OR ADD OTHERS!
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PERSONALITY

GOD PERSONALLY 
DESIGNED YOU 

⊲   Then God said, let us make mankind in our own image, in our likeness.                     
GENESIS 1:26A (NIV)

⊲   For you created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother’s 
womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; your 
works are wonderful, I know that full well. My frame was not hidden from 
you when I was made in the secret place, when I was woven together in 
the depths of the earth. Your eyes saw my unformed body; all the days 
ordained for me were written in your book before one of them came to be. 
PSALM 139:13-16 (NIV)

⊲   For we are God’s masterpiece. He has created us anew in Christ 
Jesus, so we can do the good things he planned for us long ago.                               
EPHESIANS 2:10 (NLT)

⊲   All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ and 
gave us the ministry of reconciliation: that God was reconciling the 
world to himself in Christ, not counting people’s sins against them. 
And he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. We are 
therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal 
through us. We implore you on Christ’s behalf: Be reconciled to God.                                                                                              
2 CORINTHIANS 5:18-20 (NIV)



PERSONALITY TYPE ASSESSMENT 

PERSONALITY TYPES
CIRCLE THE TRAIT THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR PERSONALITY:

To explore your personality type in more detail you can take a short,
free online personality test at: http://www.16personalities.com.

At the same site is a description of each of the basic 16 types of personalities.

JUST REMEMBER: TYPE DOES NOT DETERMINE DESTINY!

Extrovert                                       Reserved

High Risk                                      Low Risk

Peace Maker                                Challenger

People Driven                             Project Driven

Follower                                       Leader

Team                                 Solo

Routine   Variety

50/50

50/50

50/50

50/50

50/50

50/50

50/50
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EXPERIENCES

EXAMINING MY EXPERIENCES
And we know that in ALL things God works for the good of those who love 
him, who have been called according to his purpose.
ROMANS 8:28 (NIV)

One of the commonly overlooked factors in determining the ministry God 
has for me is my past experience, particularly my hurts and problems I’ve 
overcome with God’s help.  Since our greatest life messages come out of our 
weaknesses, not our strengths, we should pay close attention to what we’ve 
learned in the “school of hard knocks.”

GOD NEVER WASTES A HURT!

He wants you to be open to ministering to people 
who are going through what you’ve already been through.

(God)...wonderfully comforts and strengthens us in our hardships and trials.  
And why does he do this?  So that when others are troubled, needing our 
sympathy and encouragement, we can pass on to them this same help 
and comfort God has given us.” 
2 CORINTHIANS 1:3-4 (TLB)



ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BRIEFLY:
MY BRIEF TESTIMONY OF HOW I BECAME A CHRISTIAN:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

LIST 3 POSITIVE EXPERIENCES FROM THE PAST THAT HAD AN IMPACT
ON WHO YOU ARE TODAY:

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________

LIST 3 NEGATIVE EXPERIENCES FROM YOUR PAST THAT HAVE HELPED
TO SHAPE YOU BUT ALSO HAVE GIVEN YOU GREAT COMPASSION
FOR OTHERS GOING THROUGH SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCES:

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________
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LIFE IN THE SPIRIT

IS THERE A WAY TO KEEP 
EXPERIENCING MORE OF
THE HOLY SPIRIT?

PRAY: “COME HOLY SPIRIT:

BECOME A “COME HOLY SPIRIT” FOLLOWER OF JESUS! 
PRAY IT OFTEN AND ASK FOR “MORE.” 

THIS SIMPLE INVITATION CAN LEAD US TO A LIFE 
WHERE WE WELCOME THE SPIRIT AND LEARN TO 
WALK BY THE SPIRIT.

PAUL WROTE:
So I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh 
. . . But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, 
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Against such things 
there is no law. Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh 
with its passions and desires. Since we live by the Spirit, let us keep in step 
with the Spirit.  GALATIANS 5:16, 22-25 (NIV)
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HOW I INTEND TO BEGIN LEANING 
INTO MY GOD-GIVEN GIFT-MIX:  

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

  NAME: ____________________________

  DATE:  ____________________________

  PHONE:  ____________________________
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Your Name (first, middle initial, last) _______________________________________

Spouses Name ______________________________________________________

Phone ____________________________________     ☐  Home   ☐  Cell   ☐  Work  

Email Address ______________________________________________________ 

 

stepTHREE FEEDBACK

What was one thing about Step Three that stirred something in you?  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

What was one thing about Step Three that you would like to know more about?  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

What questions do you still have regarding discovering your Ministry
that God has wired you uniquely to do?  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Would you like to receive contact from someone in order to further help  
you get plugged in to serving?   

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

Have any other feedback?  Please write it on the lines below.  

__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
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